The Value of a Dollar. And Change.

Your dollars, paired with grants and investments, grow first through the United Way Impact Fund, before multiplying again in the hands of our community partners.

Check out the ways your dollar is making change!

Investment breakdown per dollar:

(Your $1.00) ➔ (UWRV Investment + Partner Investment) = Additional Community Resources

### 2017 - 2018 Early Learning Strategies Impact
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$14.55 of additional community resources per $1.00

### 2017 - 2018 Successful Youth Impact
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UWRV’s investment to partners does not yield an immediate return, but the return is from students and families becoming stable. Our investment from 2017 - 2018 had an estimated impact of $2,786,667.

### 2017 - 2018 Healthy Adults Impact
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$3.72 of additional community resources per $1.00

### 2017 - 2018 Internal Investment Impact
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$9.98 of additional community resources per $1.00